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Research objective

• We wish to develop a measure of top
management team (TMT) power for
publicly listed Chinese firms



Motivation 

• The importance of TMT in corporate
decision making

• Central to the research on TMTs is the
power distribution of TMTs
– Individual top managers are able to influence

organizational outcomes only to the extent that
they have power (Finkelstein 1992)

• There is a demand for a good measure of
TMT power



Why China

• Publicly listed Chinese firms are required
to disclose the entire list of TMT in their
annual reports

• The names of the TMT is usually not listed
in alphabetical order, raising the possibility
that Chinese firms’ ordered TMT name list
is a proxy for managerial power



Why is the list a valid proxy?
• The Differential Mode of Association

(chaxugeju in Chinese) theory proposed by
a renowned Chinese Sociologist Fei
Xiaotong
– China is a relational society
– People’s behaviors are governed by rituals

(publicly recognized behavioural norms) rather
than rule of law

• We argue that the ordered TMT list
serves as a ritual in a relational society



Validation approach

• Examine whether the commonly
identified power sources from prior
literature can explain the ranking of
the ordered list



Definition of TMT in China

• TMT refers to a firm’s top executives
explicitly disclosed in the firm’s annual report
(still active as of the fiscal year end), including
the board chairman, the CEO, vice presidents,
the CFO (if included), the board secretary,
and other company-designated top managers
– We exclude the Chairman and CEO from main

analysis



Sample selection procedures



Definition of POWER
• POWER = 1 – (RANK – MIN)/(MAX – MIN),

where RANK is the rank of the TMT members
disclosed in the annual report of a firm-year
with 1 being the highest rank. MIN is the
minimum of RANK (i.e., 1) and MAX is the
maximum of RANK (i.e., the number of TMT
members in a firm-year)
– POWER ranges from zero (lowest power) to one

(highest power)
• We perform a similar transformation for the

explanatory variables



Theory of TMT power

• Finkelstein (1992) identifies four key
dimensions of an individual executive’s
power, referred to as
– structural power,
– ownership power,
– expert power, and
– prestige power



Structural Power

• Structural Power is based on formal
organizational structure and hierarchical
authority

EXEC_DIR A dummy variable indicating whether a TMT member is part of 
the firm’s board 

COMP TMT member’s total annual cash compensation (including 
bonuses) divided by the total cash compensation of the highest 
paid manager

NUM_TITLES The number of top executive job titles held by a TMT member



Ownership power

• Finkelstein (1992) argues that the
strength of a manager’s ownership power
depends on his ownership position as well as
on his link to the founder of a firm

SHARE_OWN The stock ownership of a TMT member and her related parties 
acting in concert

FOUNDER A dummy variable indicating whether a TMT member is 
disclosed in the IPO prospectus as a top ten shareholder or a top 
management team member in the IPO year

CONTROLLER A dummy variable indicating whether a TMT member is the 
ultimate controlling shareholder of the firm



Expert power

• Expert power is the ability of top managers to
deal with environmental contingencies and
contribute to organizational success

• Finkelstein (1992) argues that the more
managers have developed contacts and
relationships with elements of the task
environment, the greater is their ability to
cope with contingencies of the task
environment



Expert power

• Following Finkelstein (1992), we assume that
top managers with functional experience in a
particular area can be said to be expert in
that area

• The breadth of managerial assignments over a
career increases exposure to environmental
actors and enhances an executive's ability to
manage the relationships that grow out of such
contact



Expert power

SKILL_MATCH A dummy variable indicating whether there is a match 
between a TMT member’s functional areas and her 
professional qualifications

NUM_FUNCTIONS The number of functional areas in which a TMT member 
holds a post

NUM_POSITIONS The number of senior executive positions a TMT member 
previously held based on her resume



Prestige power

• Finkelstein argues that managerial prestige
promotes power by facilitating the absorption
of uncertainty from the institutional
environment both informationally and
symbolically

• Prestige also provides power through
suggesting that a manager has gilt-edged
qualifications and powerful friends



NUM_DIR The number of board seats a TMT member holds in other 
listed firms

NUM_NONPROFIT The number of board seats a TMT member holds in non-
for-profit organizations

EDU A dummy variable that equals one if a TMT member’s 
educational level is technical secondary level or below, 
two if the educational level is junior college level, three if 
the educational level is a bachelor degree, four if the 
educational level is a master degree, and five if the 
educational level is a doctor degree

Prestige power



Theory of TMT power

• We also develop proxies for three
additional dimensions of power more
relevant to the China/Asian context:
– political power,
– seniority power, and
– gender power



Political power
• We hypothesize that politically connected

managers are more powerful in China
– Political connection with the government
– Political connection with the parent company

• This could be part of expert power



PC A dummy variable that equals one if a manager is a current or 
former government official at the central, provincial or county 
government level, or a representative of the People’s Congress or 
the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC) 
at the national, provincial or county level

PARENT_POS PARENT_POS is three if a TMT member holds the position of 
both the chairman of the board and the CEO at the parent 
company, two if the TMT member holds the positon of either the 
chairman of the board or the CEO but not both at the parent 
company, one if the TMT member holds any managerial position 
lower than the board chairman and the CEO at the parent 
company, and zero if the TMT member holds no managerial 
position at the parent company

Political power



Seniority power

• We hypothesize that seniority plays an
important role in the ranking of the
ordered list

• We measure seniority using both age (AGE)
and tenure with the current firm
(TENURE)



Gender power

• We conjecture that male TMT members
(MALE) are expected to be more powerful
and therefore ranked lower in the ordered
list of TMT in the annual report



Descriptive statistics



Results of validation tests









Power of CFOs 

• Compare power across firms for the 
same title





Competing power measures

• COMP as a potential competing proxy
– COMP could also reflect multiple power

sources
– But COMP could be distorted in China

due to collectivist culture, communism
history, and dominance of SOEs





Usefulness of our power 
measure: an application
• Hoitash et al. (2016) show that CFOs with

accounting backgrounds are associated with
more conservative corporate policies

• We ask whether the relationship is stronger
for more powerful CFOs

• Setting: long-lived asset impairment (WO)
• Our prediction: accountant CFOs should face a

smaller need to write off long-lived assets,
especially when the CFOs are powerful





Expected contributions

• We are the first study to develop and
validate a concise proxy of TMT
power for the entire population of
publicly listed firms in a country



Expected contributions

• We are the first study to develop a
proxy of TMT power for the publicly
listed firms of an Asian country
– We extend Finkelstein’s four power

dimension by considering three
additional power types more relevant to
Asia: political connection, seniority, and
gender
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